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Abstract
We give an overview of the theory of local G-shtukas and their moduli
spaces that were introduced in joint work of U. Hartl and the author, and
in the past years studied by many people. We also discuss relations to
moduli of global G-shtukas, properties of their special fiber through affine
Deligne-Lusztig varieties and of their generic fiber, such as the period map.
1 Introduction
Local G-shtukas are an analog over local function fields of p-divisible groups
with additional structure. In this article we give an overview about the theory
of moduli spaces of local G-shtukas and their relation to moduli of global G-
shtukas. It parallels the theory of Rapoport-Zink moduli spaces of p-divisible
groups and their relation to Shimura varieties. Yet it has the additional charm
that additional structure given by any parahoric group scheme G can be easily
encoded and treated in a group-theoretic way.
We begin by defining local G-shtukas for a parahoric group scheme G over
Spec Fq[[z]] (see Section 2). They are pairs consisting of an L
+G-torsor G to-
gether with an isomorphism σ∗LG → LG for the associated LG-torsor. Here for
unexplained notation we refer to the respective sections. Local G-shtukas are
the function field analog of p-divisible groups with additional structure, as well
as a group theoretic generalization of Drinfeld’s shtukas. Next we discuss pos-
sible bounds on the singularities of local G-shtukas. These are a more general
replacement of the minuscule coweights fixed to define Shimura varieties. In Sec-
tion 3 we consider deformations for local G-shtukas, and the description of the
universal deformation in terms of the loop group LG. In Section 4 we describe
the analog of Rapoport-Zink moduli spaces for local G-shtukas bounded by a
given bound Zˆ and within a given quasi-isogeny class. They are representable
by a formal scheme, locally formally of finite type over SpfR˘. Here, R˘ is the
completion of the maximal unramified extension of the ring of definition of the
chosen bound Zˆ. Also, they admit a tower of coverings indexed by compact
open subgroups of G(Fq((z))). Our next topic is the special fiber of a Rapoport-
Zink moduli space of local G-shtukas. It can be identified with a so-called affine
Deligne-Lusztig variety. In Section 5 we discuss applications of this result to
geometric questions such as dimensions and closure relations of Newton strata.
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In Section 6 we describe the relation between our local G-shtukas and global
G-shtukas where G is a parahoric group scheme over a smooth projective geo-
metrically irreducible curve C over Fq. There are several results in this direction,
the central idea being that one wants to describe a global G-shtuka by corre-
sponding local Gi-shtukas associated with each of the legs ci. Due to our choice
of definition of local G-shtukas, this works particularly well when considering
global G-shtukas with fixed legs. Then one obtains analogues/generalizations of
Serre-Tate’s theorem, as well as of several classical results comparing Shimura
varieties and Rapoport-Zink spaces in the arithmetic case. In the last section we
define period spaces as suitable subspaces of an affine Grassmannian. Contrary
to the arithmetic case they are no longer subspaces of a classical flag variety
because we allow also non-minuscule bounds. We define the period map from
the analytic space associated with a Rapoport-Zink space to the corresponding
period space, and discuss its image and compatibility with the tower of coverings
of the generic fiber of the Rapoport-Zink space.
2 Local G-shtukas
2.1 Generalities
Let Fq be a finite field of characteristic p with q elements, let F be a fixed
algebraic closure of Fq, and let Fq[[z]] and Fq[[ζ]] be the power series rings over
Fq in the (independent) variables z and ζ. As base schemes we will consider the
category NilpFq[[ζ]] consisting of schemes over Spec Fq[[ζ]] on which ζ is locally
nilpotent. Let G be a parahoric group scheme over Spec Fq[[z]] with connected
reductive generic fiber, compare [4], De´f. 5.2.6 and [6].
Let S ∈ NilpFq [[ζ]] and consider any sheaf of groups H on S for the fpqc-
topology. By an H-torsor on S we mean a sheaf H for the fpqc-topology on S
together with a (right) action of the sheaf H such that H is isomorphic to H
on an fpqc-covering of S.
Let now LG and L+G be the loop group and the group of positive loops
associated with G, i.e. for an Fq-algebra R let
(L+G)(R) = G(R[[z]]) and (LG)(R) = G(R((z))).
Let G be an L+G-torsor on S. Via the inclusion L+G ⊂ LG we can associate
an LG-torsor LG with G. For any LG-torsor G′ on S we denote by σ∗G′ the
pullback of G′ under the q-Frobenius morphism σ := Frobq : S → S.
Definition 2.1. A local G-shtuka over some S ∈ NilpFq[[ζ]] is a pair G = (G, τG)
consisting of an L+G-torsor G on S and an isomorphism of the associated LG-
torsors τG : σ
∗LG ∼−→ LG.
A quasi-isogeny g : (G′, τG′)→ (G, τG) between local G-shtukas over S is an
isomorphism g : LG′ ∼−→ LG of the associated LG-torsors with g◦τG′ = τG ◦σ
∗g.
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Local G-shtukas were introduced and studied in joint work of Hartl and the
author [10], [11] in the case where G is a constant split reductive group over Fq.
The general case was first considered in work of Arasteh Rad and Hartl [2].
Example 2.2. For G = GLr, we have the following more classical description.
A local shtuka over S ∈ NilpFq[[ζ]] (of rank r) is a pair (M,φ) where M is
a sheaf of OS [[z]]-modules on S which Zariski-locally is free of rank r, together
with an isomorphism of OS((z))-modules
φ : σ∗M ⊗OS[[z]] OS((z))
∼−→M ⊗OS[[z]] OS((z)).
Then the category of local GLr-shtukas over S is equivalent to the category of
local shtukas of rank r over S, see [10], Lemma 4.2.
Local shtukas were first introduced by Anderson [1] over a complete discrete
valuation ring. Genestier [5] constructed moduli spaces for them in the Drinfeld
case and used these to uniformize Drinfeld modular varieties.
An important invariant of localG-shtukas is their Newton point. To define it
let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and let L = k((z)). Then
every local G-shtuka (G, τG) over k has a trivialization G ∼= (L+G)k. Via this
isomorphism the Frobenius map τG corresponds to an element b ∈ LG(k) =
G(L). Changing the trivialization replaces b by a different representative of
its L+G(k)-σ-conjugacy class. In the same way, local G-shtukas isogenous to
(G, τG) correspond to the elements of the σ-conjugacy class
[b] = {g−1bσ(g) | g ∈ G(L)}.
Let G denote the generic fiber ofG. Then the set of σ-conjugacy classes B(G) =
{[b] | b ∈ G(L)} for quasi-split G is described by Kottwitz in [15], [16] by two
invariants. Let T be a maximal torus of G. The first invariant is then the
Kottwitz point, i.e. the image under the Kottwitz map κG : G(L) → π1(G)Γ.
Here, π1(G) is Borovoi’s fundamental group, and Γ is the absolute Galois group
of Fq((z)). This invariant is locally constant on LG, and can also be computed
using the identification π0(LG) = π1(G)/Γ, compare [19], 2.2. The second
invariant is the Newton point νb, an element of X∗(T )
Γ
Q.
Consider now a local G-shtuka (G, τG) over a scheme S. Then we obtain an
induced decomposition of S(k) into subsets N[b](k) for [b] ∈ B(G) with
N[b](k) = {x ∈ S(k) | (G, τG)x is in the isogeny class of [b]}.
By [22], this induces a decomposition of S into locally closed subschemes, which
we call Newton strata. If S is connected, they correspond to the strata obtained
by fixing the Newton point only.
2.2 Bounds
To ensure finiteness properties of moduli spaces of local G-shtukas, or of defor-
mations of local G-shtukas, we bound the singularity of the morphism τG . In
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the arithmetic context, such bounds are usually assumed to be minuscule and
correspond to the choice of the Hodge cocharacter defining a Shimura datum.
In our context we define bounds more generally as suitable ind-subschemes of
the affine flag variety.
The affine flag variety FlagG associated with G is the fpqc-sheaf associated
with the presheaf
S 7→ LG(S)/L+G(S) = G(OS((z))(S))/G(OS [[z]](S))
on the category of Fq-schemes. By [21], Theorem 1.4 and [24] Theorem A, FlagG
is represented by an ind-scheme which is ind-projective over Fq.
Consider further the group scheme G ×Fq[[z]] Spec Fq((ζ))[[z − ζ]] under the
homomorphism
Fq[[z]]→ Fq((ζ))[[z − ζ]], z 7→ z = ζ + (z − ζ). (2.3)
The associated affine Grassmannian GrBdR
G
is the sheaf of sets for the fpqc-
topology on Spec Fq((ζ)) associated with the presheaf
X 7→ G(OX((z − ζ)))/G(OX [[z − ζ]]). (2.4)
Remark 2.5. GrBdR
G
is in the same way as FlagG above an ind-projective ind-
scheme over Spec Fq((ζ)). Here, note that the homomorphism in (2.3) induces
an inclusion Fq((z))→ Fq((ζ))[[z− ζ]], so the group G×Fq [[z]] Spec Fq((ζ))[[z− ζ]] is
reductive, justifying the name affine “Grassmannian”. The notation BdR refers
to the fact that if C is the completion of an algebraic closure of Fq((ζ)), then
C((z − ζ)) is the function field analog of Fontaine’s p-adic period field BdR.
We fix an algebraic closure Fq((ζ)) of Fq((ζ)), and consider pairs (R, ZˆR),
where R/Fq[[ζ]] is a finite extension of discrete valuation rings contained in
Fq((ζ)), and where ZˆR ⊂ F̂lagG,R := FlagG×̂FqSpfR is a closed ind-subscheme
that is contained in a bounded (or: projective) subscheme of F̂lagG,R. Two such
pairs (R, ZˆR) and (R
′, Zˆ ′R′) are equivalent if they agree over a finite extension
of the rings R, R′.
A bound is then abstractly defined as an equivalence class Zˆ := [(R, ZˆR)]
of such pairs (R, ZˆR) satisfying certain properties (for the precise conditions
compare [12], Def. 2.1), in particular
1. ZˆR ⊂ F̂lagG,R is a ζ-adic formal scheme over SpfR that is stable under
the left L+G-action.
2. The special fiber ZR := ZˆR×̂SpfRSpec κR is a quasi-compact subscheme
of FlagG×̂FqκR where κR is the residue field of R.
3. Let ZˆanR be the strictly R[
1
ζ ]-analytic space associated with ZˆR. Then the
ZˆanR are invariant under the left multiplication of G(·[[z − ζ]]) on Gr
BdR
G
.
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The reflex ring RZˆ of [(R, ZˆR)] is the intersection in Fq((ζ)) of the fixed field of
{γ ∈ AutFq[[ζ]](Fq((ζ))) | γ(Zˆ) = Zˆ} with all finite extensions of Fq[[ζ]] over which
a representative ZˆR of the given bound exists.
Let (G, τG) be a local G-shtuka over some S ∈ NilpRZˆ and let S
′ be an e´tale
covering of S over which a trivialization G ∼= (L+G)S′ exists. Then (G, τG) (or
τG) is bounded by Zˆ if for every such trivialization and for every finite extension
R of Fq[[ζ]] over which a representative ZˆR of Zˆ exists, the morphism
S′×̂RZˆSpfR→ LG×̂FqSpfR→ F̂lagG,R
induced by τG factors through ZˆR.
The above definition of bounds follows the strategy to allow as general
bounds as possible. On the other hand, classically and by analogy with the
arithmetic case, one considers bounds given as Schubert varieties. They are
described as follows (compare [2], Example 4.12).
Example 2.6. Consider the base change GL of G to L = F((z)). Let A be a
maximal split torus in GL and let T be its centralizer, a maximal torus. Let
N = N(T ) be the normalizer of T and let T 0 be the identity component of the
Ne´ron model of T over OL = F[[z]].
Consider the Iwahori–Weyl group W˜ = N(L)/T 0(OL) and let W˜
G = (N(L)∩
G(OL))/T 0(OL). Then by the Bruhat-Tits decomposition we have a bijection
W˜G\W˜/W˜G → L+G(F)\LG(F)/L+G(F). (2.7)
Let ω be in the right hand side, and let Fω be a finite extension of Fq such
that ω has a representative gω ∈ LG(Fω). We define the Schubert variety Sω
as the ind-scheme theoretic closure of the L+G-orbit of gω in FlagG×̂FqFω. Let
R = Fω[[ζ]] and let ZˆFω[[ζ]] = Sω×̂FωSpfR. Then the equivalence class of (R, ZˆR)
defines a bound. In this case we also say “bounded by ω” instead of “bounded
by (R, ZˆR)”.
3 Deformations
Let FlagG denote again the affine flag variety, i.e. the quotient sheaf FlagG =
LG/L+G, an ind-scheme over Fq which is of ind-finite type. Let F̂lagG be the
fiber product Flag
G
×Spec Fq Spf Fq((ζ)).
Then generalizing [10, Prop. 5.1] (where the case that G is split is consid-
ered) the ind-scheme F̂lagG pro-represents the functor NilpFq [[ζ]]
o → (Sets)
S 7→{(G, δ) | G a G-torsor on S,
δ : LG → LGS an isomorphism of the associated LG-torsors}/ ∼= .
Here (G, δ) and (G′, δ) are isomorphic if δ−1 ◦ δ′ is an isomorphism G′ → G.
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We fix a bound [(R, ZˆR)] and a local G-shtuka G = (G, φG) over a field
k ∈ NilpFq [[ζ]] which is bounded by ZˆR. We consider the functor of bounded
deformations of G on the category of Artinian local k[[ζ]]-algebras with residue
field k,
Def
G,ZˆR
: (Artk)→(Sets)
A 7→{(G, β) | G a local G-shtuka over Spec A bounded by ZˆR
β : G→ G ⊗A k an isomorphism of local G-shtukas}/ ∼=
and require isomorphisms to be compatible with the maps β.
Remark 3.1. In [10], 5 this functor and the deformation space representing it
are explicitly described in case that G is split and ZˆR associated with some
ω ∈ W˜ as in Example 2.6, see below. This is generalized to reductive groups
G in [29]. It would be interesting to have these results also in the more general
context of parahoric group schemes.
Assume that G is a reductive group scheme over Spec Fq[[z]]. Then the left
hand side of (2.7) is W0\W˜/W0 where W0 is the finite Weyl group of GFq . This
double quotient is isomorphic to X∗(T )dom. Let µ ∈ X∗(T )dom and (R, ZˆR)
be the corresponding bound as in Example 2.6. Let G be a local G-shtuka
bounded by µ over a field k ∈ NilpFq [[ζ]]. Assume that there is a trivialization
α : G→ (Gk, b0σ) for some b0 ∈ LG(k). Using the boundedness, let x ∈ ZR(k)
be the point defined by b−10 . By [10], Thm. 5.6 and [29], Proposition 2.6 we
have
Theorem 3.2. Let G be reductive, and ZˆR as in Example 2.6. Let G and α be
as above. Let D be the complete local ring of ZˆR at the point x. It is a complete
noetherian local ring over k[[ζ]]. Then D pro-represents the formal deformation
functor Def
G,ZˆR
.
To study Newton strata in a family of local G-shtukas it is helpful to also
have a corresponding stratification on deformations. However, for infinitesimal
deformations such a question does not make sense. Instead we will replace
the formal deformation space SpfD by Spec D, using the following proposition.
Here, a linearly topologized Fq[[z]]-algebra R is admissible if R = lim
←
Rα for a
projective system (Rα, uαβ) of discrete rings such that the filtered index-poset
has a smallest element 0, all maps R → Rα are surjective, and the kernels
Iα := keruα,0 ⊂ Rα are nilpotent.
Proposition 3.3. Let R be an admissible Fq[[z]]-algebra as above with filtered
index-poset N0. Then the pullback under the natural morphism SpfR→ Spec R
defines a bijection between local G-shtukas bounded by µ over Spec R and over
SpfR.
Remark 3.4. Without a boundedness condition the pullback map is in gen-
eral only injective. The corresponding result for p-divisible groups is shown by
Messing and by de Jong. The above proposition is proved for split G in [10],
Proposition 3.16. However, the same proof also shows this assertion for all G
that are reductive over Spec Fq[[z]].
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4 Moduli spaces
In this section we fix G, an isogeny class of local G-shtukas and a bound Zˆ. We
then define moduli spaces of local G-shtukas bounded by Zˆ in the same way as
Rapoport-Zink define their moduli spaces of p-divisible groups in [23].
Definition 4.1. Let G0 be a local G-shtuka over F. Let Zˆ = [(R, ZˆR)] be a
bound and denote its reflex ring by RZˆ = κ[[ξ]]. It is a finite extension of Fq[[ζ]].
Set R˘Zˆ := F[[ξ]], and consider the functor
M˘ : (NilpR˘Zˆ
)◦ → (Sets)
S 7→ {(G, δ¯) | G a local G-shtuka over S bounded by Zˆ−1,
δ¯ : GS¯ → G0,S¯ a quasi-isogeny}/
∼=
Here S¯ := VS(ζ) is the zero locus of ζ in S, and two pairs (G, δ¯), (G
′, δ¯′) are
isomorphic if δ¯−1 ◦ δ¯′ lifts to an isomorphism G′ → G.
By [12], 2.2) G is bounded by Zˆ−1 if and only if τ−1G is bounded by ZˆR.
Let QIsogF(G0) be the group of self-quasi-isogenies of G0. It naturally acts
on the functor M˘. Since F has no non-trivial e´tale coverings, we may fix a
trivialization G0
∼= ((L+G)F, bσ∗) where b ∈ LG(F) represents the Frobenius
morphism. Via such a trivialization, QIsogF(G0) is identified with
Jb(Fq((z))) := {g ∈ G(F((z))) | g
−1bσ(g) = b}. (4.2)
This is the set of Fq((z))-valued points of an algebraic group Jb over Fq((z)).
Theorem 4.3 ([2], Thm. 4.18 and Cor. 4.26, [12], Rem. 3.5). The functor M˘
is ind-representable by a formal scheme over SpfR˘Zˆ which is locally formally of
finite type and separated. It is an ind-closed ind-subscheme of Flag
G
×̂FqSpfR˘Zˆ .
By its analogy with moduli spaces of p-divisible groups, the formal scheme
representing M˘ is called a Rapoport-Zink space for bounded local G-shtukas.
Let E be the quotient field of RZˆ , and E˘
∼= F((ξ)) the completion of its
maximal unramified extension. We write M˘an for the strictly E˘-analytic space
associated with M˘.
Next we explain the construction of a tower of coverings of M˘an. Roughly
spoken, it is obtained by trivializing the (dual) Tate module of the universal
local G-shtuka over M˘an.
Definition 4.4. Let S be an F((ζ))-scheme or a strictly F((ζ))-analytic space.
Then an e´tale local G-shtuka over S is a pair G = (G, τG) consisting of an
L+G-torsor G on S and an isomorphism τG : σ∗G → G of L+G-torsors.
Remark 4.5. Let S = SpfB be an affinoid admissible formal R˘Zˆ-scheme and S
an
the associated strictly E˘-analytic space. Consider a trivialized local G-shtuka
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((L+G)S , Aσ
∗) over S. Then A ∈ G(B[[z]][ 1z−ζ ]). Note that
(z − ζ)−1 = −
∞∑
i=0
ζ−i−1zi ∈ OSan(S
an)[[z]]
implies B[[z]][ 1z−ζ ] ⊂ OSan(S
an)[[z]]. Therefore ((L+G)S , Aσ
∗) induces an e´tale
local G-shtuka ((L+G)San , Aσ
∗) over San.
To obtain similarly a universal family of e´tale local G-shtukas over M˘an,
we cover M˘ by affinoid admissible formal R˘Zˆ-schemes. For each of them one
chooses a finite e´tale covering trivializing the local G-shtuka, and applies the
above construction. Descending the e´tale local G-shtuka then yields the desired
universal family, compare [12], 6.
There are two approaches to construct the (dual) Tate module of an e´tale
local G-shtuka G over a connected strictly E˘-analytic space X . To define it
directly, following Neupert [19], 2.6, consider for each n ∈ N the L+G/Gn-
torsor associated with G where Gn is the kernel of the projection G(Fq[[z]]) →
G(Fq[[z]]/(z
n)). The isomorphisms τG : σ
∗G → G and σ∗ : G → σ∗G then
induce corresponding maps of L+G/Gn-torsors. The invariants of τ ◦ σ∗ form
a G(Fq[[z]]/(z
n))-torsor which is trivialized by a finite e´tale covering of X . One
can then define the Tate module of G as the inverse limit over n of these torsors.
Alternatively, one can define it as a tensor functor, following [2], or [12], 7:
Fix a geometric base point x¯ of X . We consider representations ρ : G → GLr
in RepFq[[z]](G). Let M = (M, τM ) be the e´tale local shtuka of rank r associated
with ρ∗G as in Example 2.2. Let M x¯ denote its fiber over x¯. The (dual) Tate
module of G with respect to ρ is the (dual) Tate module of M x¯,
TˇM x¯ = {m ∈M x¯ | τM (σ
∗m) = m},
a free Fq[[z]]-module of rank r. It carries a continuous monodromy action of
πe´t1 (X, x¯), which also factors through π
alg
1 (X, x¯). We obtain the dual Tate mod-
ule of G as a tensor functor
TˇG,x¯ : RepFq[[z]]G→ Rep
cont
Fq[[z]](π
alg
1 (X, x¯)).
Similarly, using rational representations in RepFq((z))G one can define the ratio-
nal dual Tate module
VˇG,x¯ : RepFq((z))G→ Rep
cont
Fq((z))(π
et
1 (X, x¯)).
The two constructions of dual Tate modules are compatible in the sense that the
tensor functor associated with the above torsor coincides with the tensor functor
TˇG,x¯ : RepFq [[z]]G → (Fq[[z]]-Loc)X with values in the local systems of Fq[[z]]-
lattices on X that can be associated with TˇG,x¯ as in the second construction
(compare [12], Prop. 5.3).
We can now proceed to define level structures and the tower of coverings
of M˘an. Let FModA denote the category of finite locally free A-modules. We
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consider the forgetful functors
ω◦A : RepAG→ FModA (4.6)
and
forget : RepcontA (π
et
1 (X, x¯))→ FModA. (4.7)
For an e´tale local G-shtuka G over X the two sets
TrivG,x¯(Fq[[z]]) = Isom
⊗(ω◦Fq[[z]], forget ◦ TˇG,x¯)(Fq[[z]])
TrivG,x¯(Fq((z))) = Isom
⊗(ω◦Fq((z)), forget ◦ VˇG,x¯)(Fq((z)))
are non-empty and carry natural actions ofG(Fq[[z]])×π
alg
1 (X, x¯) andG(Fq((z)))×
πet1 (X, x¯), respectively. Here, the first factor acts via ω
◦ and the second via the
action on the Tate module. Note that non-emptiness needs our assumption that
G has connected fibers, and thus slightly differs from the setting of Rapoport
and Zink.
In the same way as in the arithmetic case we define coverings of M˘.
Definition 4.8. Let G be an e´tale local G-shtuka over a connected E˘-analytic
space X , and let K be an open compact subgroup of G(Fq[[z]]) resp. G(Fq((z))).
An integral resp. rational K-level structure on G is a πalg1 (X, x¯)- resp. π
et
1 (X, x¯)-
invariant K-orbit in TrivG,x¯(Fq[[z]]).
For an open subgroup K ⊂G(Fq[[z]]) let XK be the functor on the category
of E˘-analytic spaces over X parametrizing integral K-level structures on the
local G-shtuka G over X .
Let K ⊂ G(Fq((z))) be compact open. Let K ′ ⊂ K be a normal subgroup of
finite index with K ′ ⊂ G(Fq[[z]]). Then gK ′ ∈ K/K ′ acts on XK
′
by sending
the triple (G, δ, ηK ′) over XK
′
to the triple (G, δ, ηgK ′).
We define M˘K as the E˘-analytic space which is the quotient of M˘K
′
:=
M˘an,K
′
by the finite group K/K ′. It is independent of the choice of K ′. In
particular, M˘K0 = (M˘)an for K0 =G(Fq[[z]]).
By [12], Cor. 7.13 one can also describe M˘K directly as a parameter space
of local G-shtukas with level structure.
Furthermore, if K ′ ⊆ K is as above, the action of gK ′ ∈ K/K ′ on M˘K
′
can
be described in this interpretation as a Hecke correspondence.
5 The geometry of the special fiber
We fix again a bound (R, ZˆR) and let κ be the residue field of R. Let Z
−1 be
the special fiber of the inverse bound Zˆ−1 over κ. The affine Deligne-Lusztig
variety associated with an element b ∈ LG(F) and Z−1 is the reduced closed
ind-subscheme XZ−1(b) ⊂ FlagG whose k-valued points (for any field extension
k of F) are given by
XZ−1(b)(k) = {g ∈ FlagG(k) | g
−1bσ(g) ∈ Z−1(k)}. (5.1)
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Our conditions on the bound imply that Z−1 is a left-L+G-invariant subscheme
of FlagG. The L
+G-orbits in FlagG correspond bijectively to the elements of
W˜G\W˜/W˜G, compare Example 2.6. For x ∈ W˜ let
Xx(b)(k) = {g ∈ FlagG(k) | g
−1bσ(g) ∈ L+GxL+G}. (5.2)
Thus by left invariance every XZ−1(b)(k) is a union of affine Deligne-Lusztig
varieties of the form Xx(b). By the boundedness condition on ZˆR, this union is
finite. In the arithmetic context, such unions of affine Deligne-Lusztig varieties
have been studied for example in [14].
Affine Deligne-Lusztig varieties are the underlying reduced subschemes of
Rapoport-Zink spaces:
Theorem 5.3 ([10], 6, [2], Thm. 4.18, Cor. 4.26). The underlying reduced sub-
scheme of the moduli space M˘ associated with ZˆR and b as in Theorem 4.3
equals XZ−1(b). It is a scheme locally of finite type and separated over F, all of
whose irreducible components are projective.
Thus to describe the special fiber of the Rapoport-Zink spaces M˘ it is enough
to study the affine Deligne-Lusztig varieties Xx(b). For an overview of the
current state of the art of this field compare [27] and X. He’s talk at this ICM
[13]. We will here only discuss one class of results that were obtained as an
application of the relation to local G-shtukas, and that were one of the initial
goals of this theory. For the following result it is essential to assume that G
is reductive over Fq[[z]]. For more general groups there are counterexamples to
all assertions in the theorem. Recall that for reductive groups W˜G\W˜/W˜G ∼=
X∗(T )dom. Let def(b) = rk G − rkFq((z))Jb where Jb is as in (4.2). Note that
X∗(T )dom is partially ordered by the Bruhat ordering. Via the induced ordering
on the Newton points (requiring equality of Kottwitz points) also B(G) inherits
an ordering. Let l denote the length of a maximal chain between two elements
in the partially ordered set B(G), and let ρ be the half-sum of the positive roots
of G.
Theorem 5.4 ([26], [7], 3.2). Let µ1  µ2 ∈ X∗(T ) be dominant coweights and
[b] ∈ B(G).
1. Let
Sµ1,µ2 =
⋃
µ1µ′µ2
L+Gµ′(z)L+G.
Assume that κG(b) = µ2 in π1(G)Γ. Then it is pure of codimension
l([b], [µ2]) = 〈ρ, µ2 − νb〉+
1
2
def(b)
in Sµ1,µ2 . The closure of N[b] in Sµ1,µ2 is the union of all N[b′] for [b
′]
with κG(b
′) = µ2 in π1(G)Γ and νb′  νb.
2. Xµ2(b) and Xµ2(b) =
⋃
µµ2
Xµ(b) are equidimensional of dimension
dimXµ2(b) = dim Xµ2(b) = 〈ρ, µ2 − νb〉 −
1
2
def(b).
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Here, the first assertion is most useful for µ1 = µ2, or for µ1 the unique
minuscule coweight with µ1  µ2.
Note that one needs to define the notions of codimension and of the closure
of the infinite-dimensional schemes Nb. Both of these definitions use that there
is an open subgroup H of LG+ such that the Newton point of an element of
Sµ1,µ2 only depends on its H-coset, an element of the finite-dimensional scheme
Sµ1,µ2/H , compare [26], 4.3. These (co)dimensions are directly linked to the
dimensions of Newton strata in the universal deformation of a local G-shtuka
as in Section 3. In fact, Theorem 5.4 is equivalent to a completely analogous
result on dimensions and closure relations in that context, and this equivalence
is also used in the proof of Theorem 5.4.
The proofs of the two parts of the theorem are closely linked: One first
shows the upper bound on dimXµ2(b) and how to compute dimN[b] from
dimXµ2(b). Then a purity result for the Newton stratification proves the
lower bound and equidimensionality. For the proof compare [7], 3.2 explaining
how the proof for split G in [26] can be generalized. The theorem also inspired
a corresponding theory for Newton strata in Shimura varieties of Hodge type
by Hamacher.
6 Comparison to global G-shtukas
6.1 Global G-shtukas
Moduli spaces of bounded global G-shtukas are the function field analogue of
Shimura varieties. Using these moduli spaces V. Lafforgue [17] showed one
direction of the global Langlands correspondence for all groupsG in the function
field case. In this section we describe the relation between moduli spaces of
bounded local G-shtukas and global G-shtukas.
To define them, let C be a smooth projective geometrically irreducible curve
over Fq, and let G be a parahoric group scheme over C, i.e. a smooth affine
group scheme with connected fibers whose generic fiber is reductive over Fq(C)
and such that for every point v of C for which the fiber above v is not reductive,
the group scheme Gv is a parahoric group scheme over Av, as defined by Bruhat
and Tits. Here Av denotes the completion of k[C] at v.
Definition 6.1. A global shtuka with n legs over a scheme S is a tuple (G , s1, . . . , sn, ϕ)
where
1. G ∈ H1(C,G)(S) is a G-torsor over C ×Fq S
2. the si ∈ C(S) are pairwise disjoint S-valued points, called the legs
3. ϕ is an isomorphism
ϕ : σ∗G |C×FqS\{
⋃
i Γsi}
→ G |C×FqS\{
⋃
i Γsi}
,
called the Frobenius isomorphism.
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The stack ∇nH1(C,G) over Spec Fq is the moduli stack of global G-shtukas
with n legs.
There is a canonical morphism ∇nH1(C,G) → Cn \ ∆ mapping a global
G-shtuka to its legs.
We fix distinct places ci ∈ C(F) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and write c = (c1, . . . , cn).
Let Ac be the completion of the local ring OCn,c, and let Fc be the residue field.
Then Ac ∼= Fc[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]].
Writing Aci
∼= Fci [[z]], let Gci = G ×C Spec Aci , a parahoric group scheme
over Spec Fci[[z]], and Gi := ResFci [[z]]/Fq[[z]]Gci .
Let
∇nH
1(C,G)c = ∇nH
1(C,G)×̂CnSpfAc
be the formal completion of the stack ∇nH1(C,G) along c. It parametrizes
global G-shtukas with n legs in the formal neighborhoods of the ci. We want
to define a global-local functor associating with such a global G-shtuka local
shtukas at each of these places, compare [2], or [19], 3.2. Let (G , (si), ϕ) ∈
∇nH1(C,G)c(S). In other words, si : S → C factors through SpfAci . We
consider each place ci separately. Let Sci = Spec Fci ×Spec Fq S. The base
change of G to SpfAci×̂FqS = Sci [[z]] defines an element of H
1(Fq,Gci)(Sci [[z]]).
We now use the following translation, cf. [10], Prop. 2.2a, [19], Prop. 3.2.4, or
[2], 2.4.
Proposition 6.2. Let S be a scheme over Fq. There is a natural equivalence
of categories
H1(Fq,G)(S[[z]])→ H
1(Fq, L
+G)(S).
We thus obtain an element of
H1(Fq, L
+Gci)(Sci) = H
1(Fq, L
+Gi)(S),
or an L+Gi-torsor Gi over S.
Also, the Frobenius morphism ϕ induces local Frobenius morphisms ϕi on
the Gi-torsors for each i. Altogether we obtain a functor
L = (L1, . . . ,Ln) : ∇nH
1(C,G)c →
∏
i
ShtGi , (G , (si), ϕ) 7→ ((Gi, ϕi))
called the global-local functor.
In the same way, one can associate with every globalG-shtuka G ∈ ∇nH1(C,G)c(S)
for some scheme S and every fixed place s ∈ C \ {ci} an e´tale local Gs-shtuka
Ls(G ) = G s. One can then define level structures on global G-shtukas away
from the legs using the corresponding notion for localG-shtukas. For a detailed
discussion compare [19], 3.4.
Definition 6.3. Let G = (G , (si), ϕ) be a globalG-shtuka over S, letD0 ⊂ C be
a finite reduced subscheme with si ∈ (C \D0)(S) for every i. For every v ∈ D0
fix an open subgroup Uv ⊆ L
+Gv(Fq) and let U =
∏
Uv. Then an integral
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U -level structure on G consists of an integral Uv-level structure of Lv(G ) for
every v ∈ D0.
We denote by ∇H1U (C,G)
c the stack of global G-shtukas in ∇H1(C,G)c with
U -level structure.
Rather ad hoc boundedness conditions are defined as follows (compare [3]).
Definition 6.4. Let Zˆc = (Zˆi)i be a tuple of bounds Zˆi ⊂ F̂lagGi . Then
(G , (si), ϕ) ∈ ∇nH1(C,G)c(S) is bounded by Zˆc if for every i the associated
local Gi-shtuka (Gi, ϕi) is bounded by Zˆi. We denote by ∇Zˆcn H
1(C,G)c the
substack of ∇nH1(C,G)c of global G-shtukas bounded by Zˆc, and analogously
for ∇Zˆcn H
1
U (C,G)
c.
There are two other definitions of boundedness: A (seemingly more natural)
one by Varshavsky [25], Def. 2.4b for which, however, it is not clear how to
establish a compatibility between bounded global and local shtukas. In [19],
3.3 Neupert gives a global definition of boundedness, generalizing that of Var-
shavsky and he shows that it coincides with the one presented here.
6.2 The Serre-Tate theorem
Classically, the Serre-Tate theorem gives an equivalence of categories between
deformations of an abelian variety over a scheme on which p is locally nilpotent,
and its p-divisible group. By work of Arasteh Rad and Hartl, the analog in
our situation also holds, taking into account that shtukas have several legs, and
requiring them to be in the formal neighborhoods of fixed places of C.
Let S be in NilpAc and let j : S → S be a closed subscheme defined by
a locally nilpotent sheaf of ideals. Let c1, . . . , cn ∈ C and let (G , (si), ϕ) ∈
∇nH1(C,G)c(S). Let ((Gi, ϕi)) = L(G , (si), ϕ).
Let DefS((G , (si), ϕ)) be the category of lifts of (G , (si), ϕ) to S, i.e. of
pairs (H , α) where H ∈ ∇nH1(C,G)c(S) and where α is an isomorphism
between (G , (si), ϕ) and the base change of H to S. Morphisms of lifts are
isomorphisms compatible with the morphisms α. For the local Gi-shtukas we
define analogously a category of lifts DefS((Gi, ϕi)).
Theorem 6.5 ([2], Thm. 5.10). Let (ci)i ∈ Cn, let (G , (si), ϕ) ∈ ∇nH1(C,G)c(S)
and let ((Gi, ϕi)) = L(G , (si), ϕ). Then the global-local functor induces an equiv-
alence of categories DefS((G , (si), ϕ))→
∏
iDefS((Gi, ϕi)).
6.3 Foliations
We begin by considering the uniformization morphism for Newton strata by
Rapoport-Zink spaces, following [19], 5 and [2], 5, and paralleling the uni-
formization result of Rapoport and Zink for p-divisible groups, [23]. In this
subsection we assume that G is the base change to C of a reductive group G
over Fq. It would be interesting to have a generalization of this result to the
more general context considered before.
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Let T denote a maximal torus of G, and fix a Borel subgroup B containing
T . Let C be as above and fix characteristic places c1, . . . , cn ∈ C. Let µi ∈
X∗(T ) be dominant cocharacters defined over a finite extension E of Fq, and
µ = (µ1, . . . , µn) ∈ X∗(T )n. Fix decent local Gi-shtukas Gi = (L+GiE , biσ∗)
over Spec E, in particular bi ∈ LGi(E). LetM
µi
bi
be the Rapoport-Zink space
associated with [bi] and the bound given by µi.
Theorem 6.6 ([19], Theorem 5.1.18, [3], Theorem 7.4). Let S be a DM-
stack over SpfE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] such that (ζ1, . . . , ζn) is locally nilpotent on S. Let
(G0, φ0, ψ0) ∈ ∇nH1U (C,G)
c(S) for some congruence subgroup U . For each place
ci assume that there is, and fix, an isomorphism Lci(G0, φ0)
∼= GiS. Then there
is a morphism of formal DM-stacks over SpfE[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]]
S ×SpfE[[ζ1,...,ζn]]
∏
i
Mµibi → ∇
µ
nH
1
U (C,G)
c
which is ind-proper and formally e´tale.
This theorem has also generalizations to coverings of the moduli spaces as-
sociated with compatible level structures, and is then equivariant with respect
to the action of G(AciQ ) by Hecke correspondences.
We consider for the universal global G-shtuka G over ∇µnH
1
U (C,G)
c the
strata
N
([bi])i
G
=
⋂
i
N[bi],Li(G ) ⊆ ∇
µ
nH
1
U (C,G)
c.
Here, the N[bi],Li(G ) are the Newton strata in ∇
µ
nH
1
U (C,G)
c associated with the
local Gi-shtuka Li(G ).
Then the uniformization morphism of Theorem 6.6 maps each geometric
point of the left hand side to N
([bi])i
G
where the [bi] are the classes of the ele-
ments used to define the Rapoport-Zink space. Refining this description we now
consider a foliation structure on these Newton strata, following Neupert [19], 5.
In the arithmetic case, Oort and later Mantovan [18] defined a foliation
structure on Newton strata on Shimura varieties, by Rapoport-Zink spaces and
so-called Igusa varieties. The latter are defined as covers of a central leaf, i.e. the
locus in the Shimura variety where the p-divisible group is in a very particular
isomorphism class. In our situation, the definition is slightly more involved.
One needs to pass to the perfection of all involved moduli spaces to define the
analog of Igusa varieties, and then to construct the foliation morphism.
Recall that a Newton stratum only depends on LGi-σ-conjugacy classes [bi],
and not on individual representatives. A fundamental alcove in [bi] is an element
xbi of W˜ such that all (or one) representative bi,0 in N(L) is contained in [bi],
and such that the length ℓ(xbi) is minimal with that property, compare [28],
Theorem 6.5, or [20]. One can then show that this length is equal to 〈2ρG, νbi〉
where ρG is the half-sum of the positive roots of G and where νbi is the dominant
Newton point of [bi]. Fundamental alcoves are a group-theoretic generalization
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of the minimal p-divisible groups studied by Oort. For each [bi] we fix such a
representative bi,0. The central leaf
C
(bi,0)
U ⊆ N
([bi])i
G
is then defined as the locus where the associated localGi-shtukas are isomorphic
to ((L+Gi)k, bi,0σ
∗). It depends on the choice of the fundamental alcove, but
not on that of the representative in N(L).
We now define formal versions of these subschemes of ∇µnH
1
U (C,G).
Definition 6.7. Recall that the formal completion of Cn \ (c1, . . . , cn) is iso-
morphic to SpfAc = Spf Fc[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]].
Let N
([bi])i
U denote the formal completion of ∇
µ
nH
1
U (C,G)
c along the Newton
stratum N
([bi])i
G
. This is not (ζ1, . . . , ζn)-adic.
Let C
(bi,0)
U be the locus in ∇
µ
nH
1
U (C,G)
c such that after an fpqc-covering each
local Gi-shtuka associated with the universal global G-shtuka is isomorphic to
(L+Gi, bi,0σ
∗). One can then show that this is represented by a (ζ1, . . . , ζn)-adic
formal scheme over SpfAc, called the central leaf. ([19], Prop. 6.1.7)
By X♯ we denote the perfection of a formal scheme X . It is again a formal
scheme.
For d ∈ N we consider the subgroups Kd = {g ∈ L+Gi | g ≡ 1 (mod zd+1)}
and
Id(bi,0) =
⋂
N≥0
φN (Kd)
where φ(g) = b−1i,0σ
−1(g)bi,0.
The following theorem shows existence of the formal Igusa varieties.
Theorem 6.8 ([19], Cor. 6.1.9). For all tuples (di)i, define Ig
(di)♯
U (T ) as the
set of pairs consisting of an element of C
(bi)♯
U (T ) together with Idi-truncated
isomorphisms between the associated local Gi-shtukas and (L
+Gi, bi,0σ
∗) for all
i. Then this defines a sheaf Ig
(di)♯
U over C
(bi)♯
U representable by a (ζ1, . . . , ζn)-
adic formal scheme which is finite e´tale over C
(bi)♯
U . It is called a formal Igusa
variety of level (di).
Similarly, Ig
(∞i)♯
U parametrizing trivializations of the whole local Gi-shtukas
is representable by a formal scheme, isomorphic to lim
←
Ig
(di)♯
U .
The foliation structure is then established by the following result.
Theorem 6.9 ([19], Thm. 6.2.1). There is a natural formally e´tale morphism
of formal schemes over SpfA♯c
πˆ(∞i) :
∏
i
Mµi♯bi,0 ×SpfA♯c Ig
(∞i)♯
U → N
[bi]♯
U .
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There are also variants of this result for the special fiber of the spaces, using
bounds on the quasi-isogenies, and for the associated adic spaces in the sense
of Huber.
The very rough idea of the construction of this morphism is the following:
A point in the Igusa variety gives us a global shtuka, such that at each place ci
the associated local Gi-shtuka is the one defined by bi,0. Then a point in the
Rapoport-Zink space Mµibi,0 gives us a modification by a quasi-isogeny of this
local Gi-shtuka, and we define a new global G-shtuka by keeping the old one
away from the ci and replacing it in a formal neighborhood of ci by this new
local Gi-shtuka.
Applying the theorem to the cohomology of the moduli space of global G-
shtukas, and its decomposition into Newton strata, one can express the coho-
mology of Newton strata, and therefore of the whole moduli space of global
G-shtukas in terms of the cohomology of Rapoport-Zink moduli spaces and of
Igusa varieties. For technical reasons the statement is only known over a finite
extension E′ of Fq that can be described in terms of G and µ. Denote by K
the function field of the curve C, by K an algebraic closure, and by ΓE′ the
absolute Galois group of E′.
Theorem 6.10 ([19], Main Theorem 2). Let ∇µnH
1(C,G) be a moduli space
of global G-shtukas, such that all connected components of ∇µnH
1(C,G) ×Cn\∆
Spec E′[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]] are proper over Spec E
′[[ζ1, . . . , ζn]].
Then there exists a canonical isomorphism between the virtual G(AciQ ) × ΓE′-
representations ∑
j
(−1)jHjc
(
∇µnH
1(C,G) ×K,Qℓ
)
and
∑
[bi]
∑
d,e,f
(−1)d+e+fTor
H(
∏
Jbi,0 )
d
(
Hec
(∏
Mµibi,0 × F, RΨ
an
η Qℓ), lim−→
U
lim
−→
di
Hfc (Ig
(di)
U × F, RΨ
an
η Qℓ
))
.
7 Period spaces and the period map
In our context, period spaces are constructed as strictly Fq((ζ))-analytic spaces
in the sense of Berkovich. In the generality presented here, they are introduced
and studied in [12]. We allow more general bounds than those associated with
minuscule coweights. Even if the bound is given by a coweight as in Example
2.6, the bound is in general a union of Schubert cells, and not a single one as in
the minuscule case. For these two reasons the period spaces have to be defined
as subspaces of an affine Grassmannian instead of a (classical) flag variety. To
define them, we consider the affine Grassmannian GrBdR
G
of Remark 2.5. The
space of Hodge-Pink G-structures bounded by Zˆ is defined as H
G,Zˆ := ZˆE . It
is a projective subscheme of GrBdRG ×̂Fq((ζ))E. Fix a local G-shtuka G0 over F
and a trivialization G0
∼= (L+GF, bσ∗).
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A z-isocrystal over F is a pair (D, τD) consisting of a finite-dimensional F((z))-
vector space D and an isomorphism τD : σ
∗D → D of F((z))-vector spaces. A
Hodge-Pink structure on (D, τD) over a field extension L of F((ζ)) is a free
L[[z − ζ]]-submodule qD ⊂ D ⊗F((z)) L((z − ζ)) of full rank, compare [9], 5.
Definition 7.1. Let L and b be as above and let γ ∈ GrBdRG (L). Let ρ :
GFq((z)) → GLn,Fq((z)) be a representation and let V be the representation space.
Then we associate with b (and ρ) the z-isocrystal (V ⊗Fq((z)) F((z)), ρ(σ
∗b)σ∗)
over F. With γ we associate the Hodge-Pink structure over L defined by
qD(V ) = ρ(γ) · V ⊗Fq((z)) L[[z − ζ]] ⊂ D ⊗F((z)) L((z − ζ)).
Let
Db,γ(V ) = (V ⊗Fq((z)) F((z)), ρ(σ
∗b)σ∗, qD(V )).
Consider the Newton point νb ∈ X∗(T ) as a homomorphism DF((z)) → GF((z)).
Recall the Kottwitz map κG : G(F((z))) → π1(G)Γ. We then define the Hodge
degree and the Newton degree as
tH(Db,γ(V )) = ρ∗(κG(γ)) and tN (Db,γ(V )) = detV ◦ ρ ◦ νb.
Using π1(GL(V ))Γ = Z and Hom(DF((z)),Gm) = Q we can view these as rational
numbers. (Compare [12], 4 for a definition in terms of Db,γ(V ) only.)
We call Db,γ(V ) weakly admissible if the images of [b] and γ in π1(G)Γ,Q
coincide and for all subobjects the Hodge degree is less or equal to the New-
ton degree. Finally, the pair (b, γ) is weakly admissible if Db,γ(V ) is weakly
admissible for a faithful representation ρ of G.
Let H˘
G,Zˆ := HG,Zˆ×̂EE˘ where HG,Zˆ = ZˆE . The period space H˘
wa
G,Zˆ,b
is
then defined as the set of all γ in the associated E˘-analytic space H˘an
G,Zˆ
such
that (b, γ) is weakly admissible.
To define the admissible locus H˘a
G,Zˆ,b
⊂ H˘an
G,Zˆ
, one associates with D a pair
of σ-bundles E(D) = Eb,γ(V ) and F(D) = Fb,γ(V ). The admissible locus is
then defined as the subset over which Fb,γ(V ) has slope zero. Then H˘
wa
G,Zˆ,b
and H˘a
G,Zˆ,b
are open paracompact strictly E˘-analytic subspaces of H˘an
G,Zˆ
([12],
Theorem 4.20).
The neutral admissible locus H˘na
G,Zˆ,b
⊂ H˘a
G,Zˆ,b
is defined by the condition
that the images of [b] and γ in π1(G)Γ coincide.
We have the analog of the theorem of Colmez and Fontaine that “admissible
implies weakly admissible”, see [8],Theorem 2.5.3. In other words, we have an
inclusion
H˘a
G,Zˆ,b
⊆ H˘wa
G,Zˆ,b
.
Furthermore, we have H˘a
G,Zˆ,b
(L) = H˘wa
G,Zˆ,b
(L) for all finite field extensions
L/E˘. If L is algebraically closed, weakly admissible does not imply admissible
in general.
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For an F[[ζ]]-algebra B, complete and separated with respect to a bounded
norm | · | : B → [0, 1] ⊂ R with 0 < |ζ| < 1, we consider the F((z))-algebra
B[[z, z−1} = {
∑
i∈Z
biz
i | bi ∈ B, |bi| |ζ|
ri → 0 (i→ −∞) for all r > 0}
and the element t− =
∏
i∈N0
(
1− ζ
qi
z
)
∈ B[[z, z−1}.
We want to define the period morphism
π˘ : M˘an → H˘a
G,Zˆ,b
as in [12], 6 whereM is the Rapoport-Zink space associated with Zˆ and b. Let
S be an affinoid, strictly E˘-analytic space and let S → M˘an be a morphism
of E˘-analytic spaces. With it we have to associate a morphism S → H˘an
G,Zˆ
.
By construction of M˘an a morphism S → M˘an is induced by a morphism
from a quasi-compact admissible formal R˘Zˆ-scheme S with S
an = S to M˘.
The latter corresponds to some (G, δ¯) ∈ M˘(S ). After an e´tale covering S ′ =
SpfB′ → S of admissible formal R˘Zˆ-schemes there is a trivialization α : GS ′
∼=
((L+G)S ′ , Aσ
∗) for some A ∈ G(B′[[z]][ 1z−ζ ]).
Denote by · the reduction to V (ζ). Then the quasi-isogeny δ¯ induces via α
an element ∆ ∈ LG(B
′
). One then shows that there is a uniquely determined
element ∆ ∈ G(B′[[z, z−1}[ 1t− ]) lifting ∆ with ∆A = b σ
∗(∆) for A as above
and b defining the Rapoport-Zink space. Consider the element
γ = σ∗(∆)A−1 ·G(B′[ 1ζ ][[z − ζ]]) ∈ G(B
′[ 1ζ ]((z − ζ)))/G(B
′[ 1ζ ][[z − ζ]]).
The boundedness of G then implies that γ factors through H˘an
G,Zˆ
. It descends to a
well-defined element of H˘an
G,Zˆ
(S) which is the image under the period morphism.
Proposition 7.2 ([12], Prop. 6.9, 6.10). The period morphism factors through
the open E˘-analytic subspace H˘a
G,Zˆ,b
and induces an e´tale morphism
π˘ : M˘an → H˘a
G,Zˆ,b
.
To describe the image of π˘ recall the tensor functors of (4.6) and (4.7). The
construction of the σ-bundle Fb,γ(V ) of Definition 7.1 has a generalization to a
σ-bundle Fb(V ) over H˘G,Zˆ with fibers Fb,γ(V ). It further induces a canonical
local system Vb(V ) of Fq((z))-vector spaces on H˘
a
G,Zˆ,b
with Vb(V )γ¯ = γ¯
∗Fb(V )
τ
where we take invariants under the isomorphism τ defining the σ-bundle. Let
ωb,γ¯ : RepFq((z))G→ FModFq((z)) be the fiber functor with ωb,γ¯(V ) := Vb(V )γ¯ =
γ¯∗Fb(V )
τ . Then, one of the main results of [12] is the following description of
the image of the period map. The condition that G be unramified can also be
replaced by another, more technical, but possible more general condition.
Theorem 7.3. Assume that G is unramified.
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1. The image π˘(M˘an) of the period morphism is equal to the union of those
connected components of H˘a
G,Zˆ,b
on which there is an Fq((z))-rational iso-
morphism β : ω◦ → ωb,γ¯.
2. The rational dual Tate module VˇG of the universal local G-shtuka G over
M˘an descends to a tensor functor VˇG from RepFq((z))G to the category of
local systems of Fq((z))-vector spaces on π˘(M˘an). It carries a canonical
Jb(Fq((z)))-linearization and is canonically Jb(Fq((z)))-equivariantly iso-
morphic to the tensor functor Vb.
3. The tower of strictly E˘-analytic spaces (M˘K)K⊂G(Fq((z))) is canonically
isomorphic over π˘(M˘an) in a Hecke and Jb(Fq((z)))-equivariant way to
the tower of e´tale covering spaces of π˘(M˘an) that is naturally associated
with the tensor functor Vb.
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